COMPETITION FOR STAGE MANAGEMENT OF SHOW

Candidates for Second Assistant To Meet This Afternoon In Union.

The competition for the position of assistant in the Tech Show stage department starts today. The successful freshman will be second assistant stage manager and, if he does his work properly during the rest of this year, he will almost automatically become first assistant next year and manager of the department when he is a junior. The competition for the position of second assistant in the Tech Show stage department starts today. The successful candidate will be second assistant, and, if he does his work properly, he will automatically be first assistant next year and manager of the department when he is a junior.
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The work of second assistant does not require much time and is not difficult. He must, however, know the rudiments of harmony and be able to read music. He will assist in the promptings at the rehearsals and, with the manager and first assistant, will have general oversight over the properties of the play and entire charge of the trips. The actual staging of the Show is done under the direction of his department. This is the last chance for members of the class of 1913 to become connected with the management of the Show, as the higher positions are filled almost exclusively by former assistants. The staging of the Show is done under the direction of his department.
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